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Teresa, My Love An Imagined Life of the Saint of Avila Columbia University Press Mixing ﬁction, history, psychoanalysis, and
personal fantasy, Teresa, My Love turns a past world into a modern marvel, following Sylvia Leclercq, a French psychoanalyst,
academic, and incurable insomniac, as she falls for the sixteenth-century Saint Teresa of Avila and becomes consumed with charting
her life. Traveling to Spain, Leclercq, Julia Kristeva's probing alter ego, visits the sites and embodiments of the famous mystic and
awakens to her own desire for faith, connection, and rebellion. One of Kristeva's most passionate and transporting works, Teresa, My
Love interchanges biography, autobiography, analysis, dramatic dialogue, musical scores, and images of paintings and sculpture to
engage the reader in Leclercq's—and Kristeva's—journey. Born in 1515, Teresa of Avila outwitted the Spanish Inquisition and was a
key reformer of the Carmelite Order. Her experience of ecstasy, which she intimately described in her writings, released her from her
body and led to a complete realization of her consciousness, a state Kristeva explores in relation to present-day political failures,
religious fundamentalism, and cultural malaise. Incorporating notes from her own psychoanalytic practice, as well as literary and
philosophical references, Kristeva builds a fascinating dual diagnosis of contemporary society and the individual psyche while sharing
unprecedented insights into her own character. Understanding Through Fiction A Selection from Teresa, My Love: An
Imagined Life of the Saint of Avila Columbia University Press Born in 1515, Teresa of Avila survived the Spanish Inquisition and
was a key reformer of the Carmelite Order. Her experience of ecstasy, which she intimately described in her writings, released her
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from her body and led to a complete realization of her consciousness, a state Julia Kristeva explores as it was expressed in Teresa's
writing. Incorporating notes from her own psychoanalytic practice, as well as literary and philosophical references, Kristeva builds a
fascinating dual diagnosis of contemporary society and the individual psyche while sharing unprecedented insights into her own
character. Through her dazzlingly varied formats Kristeva tests the borderlines of atheism and the need for faith, feminism and the
need for a benign patriarchy. The Sense and Non-Sense of Revolt The Powers and Limits of Psychoanalysis Columbia
University Press Linguist, psychoanalyst, and cultural theorist, Julia Kristeva is one of the most inﬂuential and proliﬁc thinkers of our
time. Her writings have broken new ground in the study of the self, the mind, and the ways in which we communicate through
language. Her work is unique in that it skillfully brings together psychoanalytic theory and clinical practice, literature, linguistics, and
philosophy. In her latest book on the powers and limits of psychoanalysis, Kristeva focuses on an intriguing new dilemma. Freud and
psychoanalysis taught us that rebellion is what guarantees our independence and our creative abilities. But in our contemporary
"entertainment" culture, is rebellion still a viable option? Is it still possible to build and embrace a counterculture? For whom -- and
against what -- and under what forms? Kristeva illustrates the advances and impasses of rebel culture through the experiences of
three twentieth-century writers: the existentialist John Paul Sartre, the surrealist Louis Aragon, and the theorist Roland Barthes. For
Kristeva the rebellions championed by these ﬁgures -- especially the political and seemingly dogmatic political commitments of
Aragon and Sartre -- strike the post-Cold War reader with a mixture of fascination and rejection. These theorists, according to Kristeva,
are involved in a revolution against accepted notions of identity -- of one's relation to others. Kristeva places their accomplishments in
the context of other revolutionary movements in art, literature, and politics. The book also oﬀers an illuminating discussion of Freud's
groundbreaking work on rebellion, focusing on the symbolic function of patricide in his Totem and Taboo and discussing his often
neglected vision of language, and underscoring its complex connection to the revolutionary drive. Passions of Our Time Columbia
University Press Julia Kristeva is a true polymath, an intellectual of astonishingly wide range whose erudition and insight have been
brought to bear on psychoanalysis, literary criticism, gender and sex, and cultural critique. Passions of Our Time showcases recent
essays of Kristeva’s that demonstrate the scope of her capacious intellect, her gifts as a stylist, and the profound contribution of her
thought to the challenges of the present. The collection begins with а vivid recollection of celebrating, as a child in Bulgaria, Alphabet
Day, the holiday honoring the Cyrillic letters, which proceeds outward into a contemplation of the writer as translator. Kristeva
considers literature with Barthes, freedom through Rousseau, Teresa of Avila and mystical experience, Simone de Beauvoir’s dream
life, and Antigone and the psychic life of women. A group of essays drawing on her psychoanalytic work delve into Freud, Lacan,
maternal eroticism, and the continued importance of psychoanalysis today. In a series of striking investigations, she thinks through
disability and normativity, monotheism and secularization, the need to believe and the desire to know. Calling for the courage to
renew and reinvent humanism, she outlines the principles of a stance founded on the importance of respecting human life. Finally,
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Kristeva discusses French culture and diversity, rethinking universalism and interrogating the potential for Islam and psychoanalysis
to meet, and pays homage to Beauvoir by rephrasing her dictum into the provocative “One is born woman, but I become one.”
Melanie Klein Columbia University Press In the late twelfth century, Japanese people called the transitional period in which they were
living the "age of warriors." Feudal clans fought civil wars, and warriors from the Kanto Plain rose up to restore the military regime of
their shogun, Yoritomo. The whole of this intermediary period came to represent a gap between two stable societies: the ancient
period, dominated by the imperial court in Heian (today's Kyoto), and the modern period, dominated by the Tokugawa bakufu based in
Edo (today's Tokyo). In this remarkable portrait of a complex period in the evolution of Japan, Pierre F. Souyri uses a wide variety of
sources -- ranging from legal and historical texts to artistic and literary examples -- to form a magisterial overview of medieval
Japanese society. As much at home discussing the implications of the morality and mentality of The Tale of the Heike as he is
describing local disputes among minor vassals or the economic implications of the pirate trade, Souyri brilliantly illustrates the
interconnected nature of medieval Japanese culture. The Middle Ages was a decisive time in Japan's history because it conﬁrmed the
country's national identity. New forms of cultural expression, such as poetry, theater, garden design, the tea ceremony, ﬂower
arranging, and illustrated scrolls, conveyed a unique sensibility -- sometimes in opposition to the earlier Chinese models followed by
the old nobility. The World Turned Upside Down provides an animated account of the religious, intellectual, and literary practices of
medieval Japan in order to reveal the era's own notable cultural creativity and enormous economic potential. The Severed Head
Capital Visions Columbia University Press Julia Kristeva turns her famed critical eye to a study of the human head as symbol and
metaphor, as religious object and physical fact, further developing a critical theme in her work--the power of horror--and expanding
the potential for the face to provide an experience of the sacred. Kristeva's study stretches far back in time to 6,000 B.C.E. with
humans' early decoration and worship of skulls, and follows with an examination of the Medusa myth; the mandylion of Laon (a holy
relic in which the face of a saint appears on a piece of cloth); the biblical stories of John the Baptist and Salome; tales of the guillotine;
modern murder mysteries; and the rhetoric surrounding the ﬁght for and against capital punishment. Drawing numerous connections
between these "capital visions" and their experience, Kristeva aﬃrms the possibility of the sacred, even in an era of "faceless"
interaction. Hatred and Forgiveness Columbia University Press Annotation Julia Kristeva explores the phenomenon of hate (and our
attempts to subvert, sublimate and otherwise process the emotion) through key texts and contexts. Her inquiry spans the themes,
topics and ﬁgures that have been central to her writing over the past three decades. Tales of Love Columbia University Press From
the Publisher: Assuming the voices of psychoanalyst, scholar, and postmodern polemicist, Kristeva discusses both the conﬂicts and
commonalities among the Greek, Christian, Roman, and contemporary discourses on love, desire, and self. Hannah Arendt Columbia
University Press Interlacing the life and work of Arendt, the seminal 20th century philosopher, Kristeva provides readers with an
elegant, sophisticated biography replete with powerful psychoanalytic insight. 4 halftones. The Portable Kristeva Columbia
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University Press As a linguist, Julia Kristeva has pioneered a revolutionary theory of the sign in its relation to social and political
emancipation; as a practicing psychoanalyst, she has produced work on the nature of the human subject and sexuality, and on the
"new maladies" of today's neurotic. The Portable Kristeva is the only fully comprehensive compilation of Kristeva's key writings. The
second edition includes added material from Kristeva's most important works of the past ﬁve years, including The Sense and NonSense of Revolt, Intimate Revolt, and Hannah Arendt. Editor Kelly Oliver has also added new material to the introduction, summarizing
Kristeva's latest intellectual endeavors and updating the bibliography. Colette A deﬁnitive biography oﬀers insight into the life and
work of novelist Colette and provides accounts of Colette's celebration of sexual pleasure in her writing, her three marriages, and her
state funeral, the ﬁrst for a woman in France. The Samurai A Novel Columbia University Press Follows twenty-ﬁve years in the lives
of Olga, a young woman from an Eastern European country, and her friends, a group of European intellectuals, modelled on some of
the leading names in the ﬁeld, as they move from Paris in the late 1960s to Maoist China and New York, and back to Paris Colette
European Perspectives The third book in Kristeva's trilogy on female genius, Colette interlaces commentary on the life and work of this
notorious French novelist who made it possible for women to write erotic literature. The result is an elegant and sophisticated critique
ﬁlled with psychoanalytic insight. Possessions A Novel Columbia University Press Amateur detective Stephanie Delacour ﬁnds
herself involved with the investigation of the brutal murder of a gifted translator, and as the mystery unfolds, she ﬁnds herself veering
oﬀ the trail of the oﬃcial investigation onto the trail of the real ki Intimate Revolt Columbia University Press Julia Kristeva, herself a
product of the famous May '68 Paris student uprising, has long been fascinated by the concept of rebellion and revolution.
Psychoanalysts believe that rebellion guarantees our independence and creative capacities, but is revolution still possible? Confronted
with the culture of entertainment, can we build and nurture a culture of revolt, in the etymological and Proustian sense of the word: an
unveiling, a return, a displacement, a reconstruction of the past, of memory, of meaning? In the ﬁrst part of the book, Kristeva
examines the manner in which three of the most unsettling modern writers -- Aragon, Sartre, and Barthes -- aﬃrm their personal
rebellion. In the second part of the book, Kristeva ponders the future of rebellion. She maintains that the "new world order" is not
favorable to revolt. "What can we revolt against if power is vacant and values corrupt?" she asks. Not only is political revolt mired in
compromise among parties whose diﬀerences are less and less obvious, but an essential component of European culture -- a culture
of doubt and criticism -- is losing its moral and aesthetic impact. This Incredible Need to Believe Columbia University Press "Unlike
Freud, I do not claim that religion is just an illusion and a source of neurosis. The time has come to recognize, without being afraid of
'frightening' either the faithful or the agnostics, that the history of Christianity prepared the world for humanism." So writes Julia
Kristeva in this provocative work, which skillfully upends our entrenched ideas about religion, belief, and the thought and work of a
renowned psychoanalyst and critic. With dialogue and essay, Kristeva analyzes our "incredible need to believe"--the inexorable push
toward faith that, for Kristeva, lies at the heart of the psyche and the history of society. Examining the lives, theories, and convictions
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of Saint Teresa of Avila, Sigmund Freud, Donald Winnicott, Hannah Arendt, and other individuals, she investigates the intersection
between the desire for God and the shadowy zone in which belief resides. Kristeva suggests that human beings are formed by their
need to believe, beginning with our ﬁrst attempts at speech and following through to our adolescent search for identity and meaning.
Kristeva then applies her insight to contemporary religious clashes and the plight of immigrant populations, especially those of Islamic
origin. Even if we no longer have faith in God, Kristeva argues, we must believe in human destiny and creative possibility. Reclaiming
Christianity's openness to self-questioning and the search for knowledge, Kristeva urges a "new kind of politics," one that restores the
integrity of the human community. New Maladies of the Soul Columbia University Press "These days, who still has a soul?" asks
Julia Kristeva in her latest psychoanalytic exploration, New Maladies of the Soul. Drawing on her ﬁfteen years of experience as a
practicing psychoanalyst, Kristeva reveals to readers a new kind of patient, symptomatic of an age of political upheaval, mass
mediated culture, and the dramatic overhaul of familial and sexual mores. New Maladies of the Soul poses a troubling question about
the human subject in the West today: Is the psychic space that we have traditionally known disappearing? Kristeva ﬁnds that the
psychoanalytic models of Freud and Lacan need to be reread in light of this new patient, a product of the contemporary moral crisis of
values resulting from a loss of ideology and a deterioration of belief. By revisiting Freud and Lacan, Kristeva oﬀers the hope of a new
psychoanalysis. Each patient, she contends, suﬀers from a unique malady which must be targeted. In the ﬁrst half of New Maladies of
the Soul, Kristeva oﬀers a series of detailed and fascinating case studies that reinforce her provocative theoretical notions. These case
studies illustrate today's "new maladies" - common psychiatric disturbances such as hysteria, obsessional neurosis, and perversion as they are manifested in today's patient. Drawing on the work of psychologist Helene Deutsch and the writer Germaine de Stael.
Kristeva turns her attention in the second half of New Maladies of the Soul to women's experience and contributions within the
broader context of contemporary history. Delving into art, literature, autobiography, and theories of language, she continues with an
exploration of cultural products ranging from the Bible to the work of Leonardo da Vinci. Julia Kristeva oﬀers the hope that these
maladies harbor new creative potential, and new hope for the soul - if we can comprehend their eﬀect on the individual and collective
experiences of our time. Language--the Unknown An Initiation Into Linguistics New York : Columbia University Press This
volume addresses timely questions from an eclectic range of positions and brings together the work of academics, activists, and
community leaders to examine the many functions and faces of gangs today. Analyzing the spread of gangs from New York to Texas
to the West Coast, the book covers such topics as the spirituality of gangs, the place of women in gang culture, and the eﬀect on
gangs of a variety of educational programs and services for at-risk youth. The Kristeva Reader New York : Columbia University Press
An easily accessible introduction to Kristeva's work in English. The essays have been selected as representative of the three main
areas of Kristeva's writing--semiotics, psychoanalysis, and political theory--and are each prefaced by a clear, instructive introduction.
For beginners or those familiar with Kristeva's work this is a good complement to The Portable Kristeva with a convenient selection of
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articles from Kristeva's earlier work some of which are otherwise hard to come by. Time and Sense Proust and the Experience of
Literature Columbia University Press Not only a meditation on Proust, this is a commentary on how the experience of literature is
manifested in time and sensation. Kristeva uses Proust as a starting point to reﬂect upon broader notions of character, time,
sensation, metaphor, and history. Proust and the Sense of Time Columbia University Press Kristeva presents a thoroughly original
and compelling reading of Proust's Remembrance of Things Past, drawing on Proust's notebooks and manuscripts. Julia Kristeva,
Interviews Columbia University Press This is a collection of 22 never-before-translated interviews and one personal essay by Julia
Kristeva. Kristeva's in-depth discussions with major ﬁgures in contemporary arts and letters cover topics as diverse as the American
literary academy, ﬁction writing, and issues in neuroscience. Nations Without Nationalism Columbia University Press Underlying
Julia Kristeva's latest work is the idea that otherness - whether it be ethnic, religious, social, or political - needs to be understood and
accepted in order to guarantee social harmony. Nations Without Nationalism is an impassioned plea for tolerance and for
commonality, aimed at a world brimming over with racism and xenophobia. Responding to the rise of neo-Nazi groups in Germany and
Eastern Europe and the continued popularity of the National Front in France, Kristeva turns to the origins of the nation-state to
illustrate the problematic nature of nationalism and its complex conﬁgurations in subsequent centuries. For Kristeva, the key to
commonality can be found in Montesquieu's esprit general - his notion of the social body as a guaranteed hierarchy of private rights.
Nations Without Nationalism also contains Kristeva's thoughts on Harlem Desir, the founder of the antiracist organization SOS
Racisme; the links between psychoanalysis and nationalism; the historical nature of French national identity; the relationship between
esprit general and Volksgeist; Charles de Gaulle's complex ideas involving the "nation" and his dream of a uniﬁed Europe. In the
tradition of Strangers to Ourselves, her most recent nonﬁction work, Nations Without Nationalism reﬂects a passionate commitment to
enlightenment and social justice. As ethnic strife persists in Europe and the United States, Kristeva's humanistic message carries with
it a special resonance and urgency. The Old Man and the Wolves Columbia University Press An experimental, allegorical novel that
centers around the appearance of wolves in the European seaside resort town of Santa Vavara, and the disappearances and
metamorphoses that occur as a result Strangers to Ourselves Columbia University Press Discusses the foreigner in Greek tragedy,
in the Bible, and in literature from the Middle Ages to the present day Murder in Byzantium Moving from the First Crusade to the
sun-dappled, cultural wasteland of present-day Santa Varvara, Julia Kristeva's deftly-plotted, multilayered novel tells a suspenseful
tale of perversity and loss. In the eleventh-century, a serial killer murders the members of a dubious religious sect called the New
Pantheon, leaving a mysterious ﬁgure eight drawn on their corpses. In the present, Sebastian Chrest-Jones, a noted professor of
human migrations, disappears while on a quest to learn more about his ancestor who roamed across Europe during the First Crusade.
Detective Northrop Rilsky and French journalist Stephanie Delacour are on the case, trying desperately to piece together the two-part
mystery in the midst of an unexpected love aﬀair. In the tradition of A. S. Byatt, Susan Sontag, and Ian McEwan, Kristeva writes an
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engrossing and sophisticated thriller that closely observes the mores, obsessions, and excesses of two temporally distinct yet
surprisingly intimate worlds. Hannah Arendt Interlacing the life and work of this seminal 20th century philosopher, Kristeva provides
an elegant, sophisticated biography replete with historical and philosophical insight. 4 illustrations. Marriage as a Fine Art "A series
of dialogues and exchanges between Julia Kristeva and Philippe Sollers on their marriage" -- Pouvoirs de L'horreur (English)
Columbia University Press Essay The Enchanted Clock Columbia University Press Julia Kristeva's intricate, multifaceted novel The
Enchanted Clock is built around a golden astronomical clock in the Palace of Versailles. Part detective mystery, part historical ﬁction,
and full of ruminations on memory, love, and the transcendence of linear time, it is one of the most illuminating works of one of
France's great thinkers. Black Sun Depression and Melancholia Columbia University Press Looks at the psychological nature of
depression and discusses its portrayal in literature and art Desire in Language A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art
Columbia University Press Traces the origin and development of the novel and analyzes how meaning is conveyed in ﬁction and art
Fifty-One Key Feminist Thinkers Routledge The feminist thinkers in this collection are the designated "ﬁfty-one key feminist
thinkers," historical and contemporary, and also the authors of the entries. Collected here are ﬁfty-one key thinkers and ﬁfty-one
authors, recognizing that women are ﬁfty-one percent of the population. There are actually one hundred and two thinkers collected in
these pages, as each author is a feminist thinker, too: scholars, writers, poets, and activists, well-established and emerging, old and
young and in-between. These feminists speak the languages of art, politics, literature, education, classics, gender studies, ﬁlm, queer
theory, global aﬀairs, political theory, science ﬁction, African American studies, sociology, American studies, geography, history,
philosophy, poetry, and psychoanalysis. Speaking in all these diverse tongues, conversations made possible by feminist thinking are
introduced and engaged. Key ﬁgures include: Simone de Beauvoir Doris Lessing Toni Morrison Cindy Sherman Octavia Butler Marina
Warner Elizabeth Cady Stanton Chantal Akerman Betty Friedan Audre Lorde Margaret Fuller Sappho Adrienne Rich Each entry is
supported by a list of the thinker’s major works, along with further reading suggestions. An ideal resource for students and academics
alike, this text will appeal to all those interested in the ﬁelds of gender studies, women’s studies and women’s history and politics.
The Writer and the Cross Interviews with Authors of Christian Historical Fiction McFarland Spiritually engaged readers
commonly look toward ﬁction to better understand the depth of a faithful life, and Christians are no exception. Many followers of Jesus
value beautifully written, deftly characterized and pulse-quickening literary art that seems more satisfying than dry, tedious doctrinal
textbooks. This book surveys 12 pieces of historical ﬁction that feature notable Christian thinkers. They include an illustrated
children's book about St. Irenaeus of Lyons, a novel about Martin Luther's Reformation, a screenplay focusing on Dietrich Bonhoeﬀer
and even a story about Pope Francis narrated in popular manga style. Rather than arcane literary analyses, this book provides
thoughtful and sometimes painful interviews with the authors of the covered works. Most interviewees are little known or emerging
writers. Some have published their work with a church or denominational press, others with a major publishing empire or popular
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print-on-demand platforms. Storytellers reﬂect on their literary choices and the contexts of their writing, sharing what modern
Christians can learn from historical religious ﬁction. Love’s Shadow Harvard University Press A case for literary critics and other
humanists to stop wallowing in their aestheticized helplessness and instead turn to poetry, comedy, and love. Literary criticism is an
agent of despair, and its poster child is Walter Benjamin. Critics have spent decades stewing in his melancholy. What if instead we
dared to love poetry? To choose comedy over Hamlet’s tragedy, romance over Benjamin’s suicide on the edge of France, of Europe, of
civilization? Paul Bové challenges young lit critters to throw away their shades and let the sun shine in. Love’s Shadow is his threestep manifesto for a new literary criticism that risks sentimentality and melodrama and eschews self-consciousness. The ﬁrst step is to
choose poetry. There has been since the time of Plato a battle between philosophy and poetry. Philosophy has championed misogyny,
while poetry has championed women, like Shakespeare’s Rosalind. Philosophy is ever so stringent; try instead the sober cheerfulness
of Wallace Stevens. Bové’s second step is to choose the essay. He praises Benjamin’s great friend and sometime antagonist Theodor
Adorno, who gloried in the writing of essays, not dissertations and treatises. The third step is to choose love. If you want a Baroque
hero, make it Rembrandt, who brought lovers to life in his paintings. Putting aside passivity and cynicism would amount to a
revolution in literary studies. Bové seeks nothing less, and he has a program for achieving it. Revolution in Poetic Language
Columbia University Press The linking of psychosomatic to literary and literary to a larger political horizon raises the question of
conservative premises to linguistic, pyschoanalystic, philisophical, and literary theories and criticisms of such. A Cultural Study of
Mary and the Annunciation From Luke to the Enlightenment Routledge This book traces the history of the Annunciation,
exploring the deep and lasting impact of the event on the Western imagination. Waller explores the Annunciation from its appearance
in Luke’s Gospel, to its rise to prominence in religious doctrine and popular culture, and its gradual decline in importance during the
Enlightenment. Kristeva in America Re-Imagining the Exceptional Springer Nature This Pivot studies the inﬂuence of Julia
Kristeva’s work on American literary and ﬁlm studies. Chapters consider this inﬂuence via such innovative approaches as Hortense
Spillers’s and Jack Halberstam’s to Paule Marshall’s ﬁction and Bram Stoker’s Dracula, respectively. The book also considers how
critics in the United States receive Kristeva’s work on French feminism, semiotics, and psychoanalytic writing in complex,
controversial ways, especially on the question of marginalized populations. Examples include Kelly Oliver and Benigno Trigo on Orson
Welles’s The Lady from Shanghai and Touch of Evil as well as Frances Restuccia on David Lynch’s Mulholland Drive. Carol Mastrangelo
Bové also examines Kristeva’s take on the US in her essays and ﬁction, which provide a vital part of the dialogue with American
critics. Like them, Bové incorporates Kristeva’s thought in her own creative readings of little-known authors and directors including
Christiane Rochefort, Nancy Savoca, and Frank Lentricchia. Revolutionary Time On Time and Diﬀerence in Kristeva and
Irigaray SUNY Press Examines the relationship between time and sexual diﬀerence in the work of French feminists Julia Kristeva and
Luce Irigaray. This book is the ﬁrst to examine the relationship between time and sexual diﬀerence in the work of Julia Kristeva and
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Luce Irigaray. Because of their association with reproduction, embodiment, and the survival of the species, women have been
conﬁned to the cyclical time of nature—a temporal model that is said to merely repeat itself. Men, on the other hand, have been seen
as bearers of linear time and as capable of change and progress. Fanny Söderbäck argues that both these temporal models make
change impossible because they either repeat or repress the past. The model of time developed here—revolutionary time—aims at
returning to and revitalizing the past so as to make possible a dynamic-embodied present and a future pregnant with change.
Söderbäck stages an unprecedented conversation between Kristeva and Irigaray on issues of both time and diﬀerence, and engages
thinkers such as Simone de Beauvoir, Jacques Derrida, Sigmund Freud, Judith Butler, Hannah Arendt, and Plato along the way.
“Revolutionary Time makes a distinctive contribution to contemporary feminist and continental philosophical thought. By engaging
Kristeva and Irigaray in depth alongside one another, and making time the guiding thread for reading their work, the author generates
insights that are not to be found elsewhere in the existing literature. Through its development of the concept of revolutionary time,
the book oﬀers rich resources for thinking about temporalization in its existential, ontological, and political dimensions, in ways that
are particularly valuable for feminist projects of change and political transformation.” — Rachel Jones, author of Irigaray: Towards a
Sexuate Philosophy Arihant Publications India limited
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